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10 propositions for 2023 – overview

Time for change: the Great Transformation is shifting 

the paradigm

Hard times: recession ahead

Sign of the times: inflation falls but not to its old levels

Time to act: monetary policy tackling inflation with 

whatever it takes

A question of time: conditions for risk assets set to 

improve over the year

Time for a rethink: fixed-income renaissance

In tune with the times: corporate bonds leading the 

recovery

Playing for time: US dollar has stopped appreciating

Time lag: equities to stage a modest recovery in 2023

Spirit of the times: industrial metals in demand and in 

short supply

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.
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Time for change: the Great Transformation is shifting the paradigm

Source: Union Investment, 

as at 31 October 2022.

Return of the great power rivalry

Transition to a green economy and 

investment boom 

End of the era of disinflation and negative 

interest rates

Increased volatility

The paradigm shift is accelerating the transition
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More volatility in the real economy
Gross domestic product, annualised vs. previous quarter; shading = 

recession

More volatility in the capital markets
Volatility indices for currencies, US equities and US interest rates* 

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. Dotted lines show the average. * CVIX, VIX, MOVE.

New era heralds more volatility
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First half of 2023: recession in the US and Europe
Change in GDP compared with previous quarter

Hard times: recession ahead

Fed overshoots with its interest-rate rises –

mild recession in the US

China’s zero-COVID policy comes at the 

cost of growth

Recession in the eurozone as a direct 

result of the energy crisis and inflation

German economy faces short-term and 

long-term challenges

Difficult economic conditions in first half of 2023

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.
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Consumer climate in Europe below pandemic level
Survey results from University of Michigan and Europ. Commission

Germany: gas shortage is a core risk
Gas inventory levels (Twh), by scenario* 

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. * Baseline scenario: average winter temperatures; scenario 2: 10% lower gas savings.

Subdued consumer sentiment
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Sign of the times: inflation falls but not to its old levels

Monetary policy recalibration and economic 

slowdown are easing upward price pressures

“Home-grown” US inflation has peaked; 

core rate more stubborn

Inflation reducing in the eurozone due to 

recession and because energy prices were 

already high in prior-year period

Level of inflation staying structurally high in 

the US and even more so in the eurozone

Upward price pressures gradually easing

Sources: Macrobond, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. 
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Inflation is a global phenomenon
Change in consumer prices in 17 developed markets, yoy

Much stronger energy price shock in the eurozone
Gas and electricity prices (EUR/USD per MMBtu or MWh)

Sources: Macrobond, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Inflation pushed up worldwide by energy and food prices
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Time to act: monetary policy tackling inflation with whatever it takes

Warning from the 1970s: prevent inflation 

expectations from becoming entrenched

Fed: overshoots in 2022, does not raise or lower 

interest rates in 2023 

ECB will quickly raise the deposit rate to 2.75% 

and then take a breather

Global slimming down of balance sheets by 

central banks will remove liquidity from the 

capital markets

Ghost of Volcker: “Just don’t ease up too soon!”

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. * Basis points.
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Central banks hit the brakes
Expectations regarding monetary policy 

Total increase of 

425bp* to 4.25–

4.5% in 2022 

No further 

tightening 

of monetary 

policy

No further 

tightening 

of monetary 

policy

2022 20242023

Total increase of 

275bp to 2.25% for 

the deposit rate

No further 

tightening 

of monetary 

policy

Q1: further 

increase 

of 50bp to 

2.75%
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Goal: avoid a repeat of the situation in the 1970s
Proportion of Americans who see inflation as the biggest problem

Central banks increasingly slimming down their 

balance sheets (USD billion or EUR billion)

Sources: Macrobond, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Central banks reducing the supply of liquidity in the credit and capital 

markets
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4.8% -1.0%

1.2% -3.9%

A question of time: conditions for risk assets set to improve over the 

year

Growth: mild recession, no slump

Inflation: still high but falling sharply

Monetary policy: tight but not tighter

Market structure: vulnerable but currently 

under control 

Clarity for key factors in first half of the year

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.
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Improvement expected for the growth/inflation mix
Annual excess return of multi-asset portfolio vs. overall history
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Next phase will be positive for IG corporates
Historical performance p.a., by growth/inflation mix 

Fragile interest-rate markets worldwide
Bloomberg liquidity indices

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Improving yield prospects – tight liquidity situation
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Global rise in yields on government bonds
Bloomberg Global Aggr. Treasuries index

Time for a rethink: fixed-income renaissance

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Bond market has (almost) absorbed the turn-

around in growth, inflation and monetary policy

Yields near their cyclical peak – any further rises 

likely to be modest

US Treasuries are attractive again; 

German Bunds heading in the same direction

Security selection is key: risks for eurozone 

periphery and EM government bonds

Price slump has boosted appeal of fixed income 
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Periphery: heightened political risk in Italy
Spreads over Bunds

EM bonds: significant variation in spread movements
Spreads, by credit rating (bp)

Sources: Bloomberg, Macrobond, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Security selection is key in respect of eurozone periphery and emerging 

market bonds
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In tune with the times: corporate bonds leading the recovery

Sources: Refinitiv, Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. 

* ICE BofA ML Euro Corporates index.

Yields of investment-grade corporates on a 

par with dividend yields

Investment-grade corporates still have good 

fundamentals

Less refinancing pressure – investment 

grade more attractive than high yield

Security selection still crucial, particularly 

on upper rungs of the risk ladder

Opportunities offered lower down the risk ladder
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Sharp rise in yields on corporate bonds
Bond yields* and dividend yields

Yields on euro IG corporate bonds

Dividend yields (STOXX 600)
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Main drivers in 2022: government bonds and swap 

spreads Breakdown of euro investment-grade yields* (bp)

Relatively small correction in the case of credit risk

Sources: Refinitiv, Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022. 

* ICE BofA ML Euro Corporates index.

Smaller correction for high yield than for investment 

grade Difference in euro HY vs. IG asset swap spreads (bp)
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Playing for time: US dollar has stopped appreciating

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.
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High correlation with US real interest rates and US 

interest-rate volatility
10Y US real returns and MOVE index vs. DXY index 

10Y US real returns (lhs)
US dollar index (rhs)

Interest-rate volatility (lhs)
US dollar index (rhs)
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The greenback’s extraordinary rise draws 

to a close 

Momentum fading as US interest-rate hikes end 

and interest-rate volatility subsides

Euro supported by monetary policy convergence 

and attractive interest rates in eurozone

Tighter monetary policy and expansionary fiscal 

policy will shore up pound sterling in the medium 

term

A shift in drivers for currency movements
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Only the rouble, real and peso are stronger than the 

US dollar
Performance of selected currencies vs. USD since 1 Jan 2022

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Converging monetary policy causes the US dollar’s lead to melt away
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US bonds were popular in the past 10 years
Foreign bond purchases by investors from the eurozone since 2012

(USD trillion)
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Time lag: equities to stage a modest recovery in 2023

Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

10% decrease in profits expected in first half of 

2023

Share valuations close to the long-term average 

do not offer much of a cushion

Appeal of investment styles is evenly matched; 

tech no longer dominant

Preference for equities from industrialised 

countries; value stocks becoming more attractive

Weaker profits; no valuation buffer
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Profit expectations flattening out
12M profit expectations for S&P 500 and STOXX 600, indexed

US Europe
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Sources: Bloomberg, Union Investment, as at 31 October 2022.

Greater appeal of shares from industrialised countries; emerging 

markets weighed down by China

Valuations have fallen just below the median
MSCI World p/e ratio (12M forward)
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China: falling profits and high risk premiums
MSCI China, EPS “progress” and p/e ratio (12M forward)

MSCI World p/e ratio Valuation (lhs) EPS “progress” (rhs)
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Spirit of the times: industrial metals in demand and in short supply

Sources: Bloomberg, LME, SHFE, CME Group, CFTC, ICE, Union Investment, as at 17 October 2022.

All sources of return available thanks to rise in 

interest rates and inverted forward curves

Energy market shortages likely to diminish –

more stable conditions anticipated

Gold “capped” by higher interest rates – bigger 

opportunities for other precious metals 

Transition to a green economy to remain the 

most important structural trend for commodities 

for years

Uptrend for commodities despite recession
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Low inventories of industrial metals
Exchange warehouse levels (weeks of demand)

Copper Zinc
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Significant shortages in diesel and heating oil markets
Crack spreads (USD per barrel)

Investors disposing of gold
USD per troy ounce Tonnes

Sources: Bloomberg, CFTC, Union Investment, as at 15 October 2022.

Energy shortages expected to diminish – gold less popular

22
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In accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the following restrictions: This document is to be considered as marketing material / advertising. This document is intended exclusively for Professional Investors 

and you confirm that you are a Professional Investor. This document is not for distribution to Retail clients. The information contained in this document should not be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in any of the 

funds mentioned herein, by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful or in which the person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to 

make such offer or solicitation. This document does not constitute a recommendation to act and does not substitute the personal investment advice of a bank or any other suitable financial services consultant or specialist in 

taxation or legal advice. The descriptions and explanations are based on our own assessments and are limited to the facts at the time of the preparation of this document. This applies in particular also as regards the present 

legal and taxation environment, which may, at any time, change without advance notice. 

This document was prepared with due care and to the best of knowledge of Union Investment Institutional GmbH, Frankfurt am Main. Nevertheless, the information originating from third parties was not verified. Union 

Investment Institutional GmbH cannot guarantee that the document is up to date, accurate or complete. 

All index and product names of companies other than those belonging to the Union Investment Group may be trademarks or copyrighted protected products and brands of these companies. 

This document is intended exclusively for information purposes for Professional Investors and is meant for personal use only and should not be disclosed to Retail clients. The document, in whole or in part, must not be 

duplicated, amended or summarised, distributed to other persons or made accessible to other persons in another way or published. No responsibility can be accepted for direct or indirect negative consequences that arise from 

the distribution, use or amendment and summary of this document or its contents. 

When referring to fund units or other securities, there may be an analysis within the meaning of (EU) Regulation No. 565/2017. If, contrary to the aforementioned stipulations, this document were to be made accessible to an 

unauthorised reader, or otherwise distributed, published, and where applicable, amended or summarised, the user of this document may be subject to the provisions of (EU) Regulation No. 565/2017 and the stipulations of the 

supervisory authorities set out for this purpose (in particular the applicable regulations on Financial Analyses).

Information on the performance of Union Investment funds as well as the classification in risk classes/ colour systematics of funds and other products is based on past performances and/or volatility. Past performance is no 

guarantee for future returns and there is no guarantee that invested capital may be returned.

For detailed product-specific information and indications on the risks of the Funds mentioned in this document, please refer to the latest Sales Prospectus, contractual terms, Key Investor Information Document and the annual 

and semi-annual reports, which you can obtain, from www.union-investment.com. These documents form the sole binding basis for the purchase of Union Investment funds.

A summary of your investor rights in English language and further information on collective redress instruments is available under "Notifications and complaints" at https://union-investment.com/home/About-us/Principles.html. 

The respective fund-launching management company may at any time decide to withdraw arrangements it may have made for the marketing of units of a fund and/or unit classes of a fund in a member state other than its 

home member state, subject to the requirements of Art. 93a of Directive 2009/65/EC and Art. 32a of Directive 2011/61/EU. 

READ THE PROSPECTUS BEFORE INVESTING

Contact: Union Investment lnstitutional GmbH, Weissfrauenstrasse 7, 60311 Frankfurt/Main, Germany, tel. +49 69 2567-7652

Unless otherwise stated, all information, descriptions and explanations are dated 4 November 2022.

Disclaimer
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